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Abstract
Think of a software engineer at work. What is on their screen: a terminal window? An IDE? In practice,
it is just as likely to be a messenger or a bug tracker. We have made impressive progress with enabling
individual developer tools to boost productivity through smart and efficient code analysis. Refactor a
large project? A few keystrokes will do. Explore the structure of a complex system? No problem, click
here, hope your screen is big enough. IDEs are incredibly powerful. In contrast, the collaboration tools
of today — think issue trackers, code review tools, messenger workspaces — still resemble bulletin board
systems. Most of their beauty and complexity lies in reliability, performance, and UX, rather than in
features that truly model, support, and enhance the process of collaborative work. While there is plenty
of room for new data-driven approaches in real-world collaboration tools, these tools are less popular as
a context for such approaches proposed by the research community. In the keynote talk1 , I am looking
to highlight the collaboration tools as particularly interesting targets for data-driven enhancement.
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1. “Software engineers mostly code”
Contrary to popular belief, this is a questionable statement. While coding is one of the primary
activities of engineers, studies reveal that activities involving editing code, in fact, only occupy
about a half of the working hours for those working in teams, while most of the remaining
time is dedicated to collaborative activities such as code review, communication, planning, and
task tracking [1, 2, 3]. However, popular culture, including movies and stock images, mostly
presents a developer as a person in front of a computer with code on their screen.
Despite extensive research around the activities of software engineers, this code-centric
bias is present in the software engineering research community as well. Much of the research
presented in major research venues proposes new techniques that could potentially enhance
existing software engineering tools (e.g. bug prediction [4]), or improving the techniques already
present in modern tools (e.g. code completion [5]). In the recent years, the majority of such
practice-oriented research has been aimed at facilitating code manipulation and maintenance,
rather than collaborative activities.
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2. Intelligent Collaboration Tools
Unlike integrated development environments (IDEs) that offer incredibly powerful and complex
features enabling manipulation, refactoring, and analysis of large software projects with minimal
input from the user, and thus saving their time and energy, the collaboration tools of today –
issue trackers, code review systems, messenger workspaces, etc. – are relatively simple, and
do not extensively model the processes they support or offer many “smart” features to their
users. While some approaches, such as expert recommendation [6], have found their way into
mainstream collaboration tools such as Github and Gerrit, these examples are still rather rare.
The room for improvement of the tools, along with the bias towards coding activities (Section
1), call for action to improve the collaboration tools. The list below presents some of the
promising research directions.
• Gaining a better understanding of users’ behaviour, issues, and needs in collaboration
tools. This way, we can maximize the value of new techniques and features for end users.
• Trying academic approaches to data-driven support in collaborative engineering in practice by extending existing tools.
• Devising techniques to ensure long-term health of projects and team dynamics.
• Treating the process and data in collaboration tools as an artifact: enabling the tools to
highlight potentially inefficient process patterns and suggest improvements;
• Augmenting the tools with extensive analytics engines to help their users comprehend
and analyze complex systems and processes.
At the Intelligent Collaboration Tools Lab (ICTL),1 we work in these and related directions.
We are open to collaboration.
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